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INTRODUCTION

Academic research assessment is mainly based on 
using direct publication and citation data from aggre-
gators like Web of  Science, Scopus or Google Scholar, 
etc. If  only quantity comparisons are required, it is a 
simple matter to add the numbers of  publications; the 
whole is the sum of  the parts, but with one caveat. 
Most publications are now multi-authored, and so each 
publication must be fractionally attributed to countries 
based on institutional authorship so that the whole 
becomes simply the sum of  the fractional parts. How-
ever, when the quality angle has to be factored in, the 
number of  citations each publication has earned was 
taken as a proxy for the quality. But citation practices 
differ enormously across disciplines. Thus if  a portfo-
lio comprises publications from various disciplines, it 
becomes difficult to compare the integrated research 
performance of  large groups unless an appropriate 
aggregation of  the product of  normalized quality and 
quantity of  various components are used. The chal-
lenges are:

(i) a suitable protocol for normalizing for quality
(ii)  a suitable protocol for identifying which integrated or 

aggregated product of  quantity and quality to use. 

In this paper, we use data in six percentile rank classes as 
categorised in the recently issued report of  the National 
Science Board of  the United States (Science and Engi-
neering Indicators 2012). The Science and Engineering 
Indicators (SEI) uses 13 broad fields of  PatentBoards/
NSF for the normalization. This may not be the best pro-
tocol for normalization of  bibliometric information for 
differences in citation practices between fields. Indeed, 
SEI’s use of  percentiles further enhances the differences 
in citation practices between fields. The SEI classes are 
created over the total set of  papers without any field dif-
ferentiation and this could mean that those fields where 
intense citation practices are common will be present in 
the top classes while other fields like mathematics are in 
the lower end of  the percentile rank class system. Also, 
by applying different weighting terms (6 for the highest, 1 
for the lowest class) the effect of  the field differentiation 
is intensified. However, the present paper is not about the 
delineation of  reference sets, but about the statistics to 
be used after this is done. For this purpose, we combine 
the percentile ranking normalization scheme proposed 
by Bornmann and Mutz (2011) and the understanding in 
terms of  higher-order performance indicators like quas-
ity and exergy (Prathap 2011a,b) to assess the progress 
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ABSTRACT 

The academic research performance of the world over the decade from 2000 to 2010 is assessed using indicators 
of various orders based on quality values assigned to percentile ranking classes. Quality proxies are derived from 
citation data and quantity proxies from publication data from the Web of Science. Percentile ranking classification is 
based on the protocol adopted by the National Science Board of the United States for their Science and Engineering 
Indicators 2012. The percentile ranking normalization scheme is combined with the understanding in terms of higher 
order performance indicators like quasity and exergy to assess the progress of academic research performance 
of the world. Both first-order and second-order indicators show a decline of the US and Japan and an increase in 
impact of China and Asia-8. The EU can be considered as marginally increasing its impact at the aggregated level 
of all fields.
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of  academic research performance of  the world over the 
decade from 2000 to 2010. 

THE QUALITY NORMALIZATION CHALLENGE

The need for some form of  normalization for quality 
has been recognised for a long time and many competing 
schemes are currently available, using different methodolo-
gies for normalizing citation scores (see for example the con-
cise list of  ‘bibliometric indicators’, Karolinska Institutet, 
2007). An influential contribution in evaluative bibliometric 
practice for the normalization mechanism was the so called 
crown indicator (originally introduced by the Centre for  
Science and Technology Studies at Leiden (Moed et al. 1995, 
Mode 2010), and hence known as the CWTS approach). 
The “crown indicator” itself  is a variation of  Schubert & 
Braun’s (1986) relationship linking relative citation rate to 
mean observed citation rate and mean expected citation 
rate, namely, RCR = MOCR/MECR. Development of  
indicators that can capture the latent parameter accurately, 
the problem of  inter-relation between the indicators, and 
the latent variables remains a central one in scientometrics. 
There has been a long tradition of  research in this in bib-
liometrics and has contributed to novel understanding and 
refinement of  indicators. The recent issue of  the journal 
Scientometrics Volume 92, Issue 2, August 2012 provides a 
good account of  the current discourse/debate in this field. 

In this paper, we shall restrict attention to the percentile rank 
normalization scheme (Leydesdorff  & Bornmann 2011). 
The major advantage of  this measure is that non-parametric 
statistics can be applied. Here, the shape of  the “citation 
curve” is the basis for normalization for quality – i.e. non-
parametric statistics using the percentiles of  the distribution 
as the basis for assigning quality values. When normalization 
is introduced using the percentile rank approach, the quality 
values are modified taking into account the shape of  the 
underlying distributions of  citations (“the citation curves”). 
This can be implemented following Leydesdorff, Born-
mann, Mutz, & Opthof  (2011) as quality values attached to 
percentile-rank class. The quality along the skewed citation 
curve is first normalized in terms of  percentiles. The results 
can be aggregated in terms of  six percentile-rank classes, as 
shown in this paper, but the more general case is normaliza-
tion in terms of  quantiles as a continuous variable. 

AGGREGATED INDICATORS FOR 
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

However, once quality is assigned, there is still the ques-
tion of  how best to measure performance. Here, the 

choice is to go beyond simple quantity (the number of  
papers published) to aggregated measures like quasity and 
energy/exergy (Prathap 2011a,b,2012) or for a measure 
like the Integrated Impact Indicator (I3) proposed by 
Leydesdorff  & Bornmann (2011). Tables 1 and 2 provide 
an overview of  how indicators of  various orders can be 
generated from the generalized quality-quantity param-
eter space. 

Table 1 deals specifically with the bibliometrics prob-
lem. Where P is the number of  articles published and C 
is the number of  citations received by these P articles, 
the impact i = C/P becomes the simplest measure of  the 
overall quality of  the portfolio. If  P is viewed as a quantity 
or size indicator, we see from Table 1 that in parameter 
space terms, P is a zeroth-order indicator. C is then a first-
order indicator. Prathap (2011b,2012) has shown that the 
product of  C and C/P is an energy like term called the 
exergy X. This can also be expressed as X = i2P, and is 
thus a second-order term. 

Table 2 is a generalization of  Table 1, in that it can be 
used in any context where performance is to be rated. 
Where Q is a generalized quantity indicator and q is a gen-
eralized quality indicator, the product qQ is called the qua-
sity term and is the first order indicator of  performance. 
The second order indicator is therefore q2Q.

One can therefore think of  the aggregated indicators as 
belonging to the first-order and second-order moments 
of  quantity as shown in the Tables. Leydesdorff  & Born-
mann (2011) introduced a scalar measure, the Integrated 
Impact Indicator (I3), which in the terminology of   
Prathap (2011a,b), is a normalized quasity term. We 
shall see later that I3 is a first order indicator, like qua-
sity, whereas energy or exergy are second order indica-
tors. Note that although I3 is initially defined as ∑q(i)P(i), 
from this generalised quality and quantity indicators of  

Table 1. Parameter space of impact i as the quality 
proxy and number of papers P as the quantity proxy 

leading to indicators of various orders
i0 i1 i2

P

Zeroth order 
indicator
P = i 0P

First order 
indicator
C = i 1P

Second order 
indicator
X = i 2P

Table 2. Parameter space of generalized quality (q) 
and generalized quantity (Q) leading to indicators of 

various orders
q0 q1 q2

Q

Zeroth order 
indicator
Q = q0Q

First order 
indicator
I3 = q1Q

Second order 
indicator
X = q2Q
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the form qQ can be obtained. In this paradigm, the raw 
quantity value becomes a zeroth order performance indi-
cator. The quality profile is generalized from the citation 
curve using the analogy shown in Table 2, and a scalar 
sum of  quasity or first-order indicator can be obtained. 
By continuing the same operations further, one can use a 
thermodynamic metaphor and get to the “energy” terms 
(when differentiated at the country and percentile class 
levels) and the “exergy” terms (now at the system level, 
that is, in this case, the country or region level) based on 
the same quality classes.

A further clarification of  the thermodynamic analogy 
based on the zeroth, first and second-order indicators, 
may be useful here. Note that the traditional bibliomet-
ric zeroth and first order indicators are the numbers of  
papers and citations. Because of  the “normalization” 
implied by the use of  percentile rank classes, the first and 
second order indicators are integrated values of  impact 
based on the quality values assigned to each class. 

THE RESEARCH PERFORMANCE OF THE WORLD 
ACCORDING TO SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

INDICATORS 2012

Every two years, by Presidential mandate, the National  
Science Board (2012) of  the United States releases their 
Science and Engineering Indicators. The latest release can 

 therefore be accepted as the most authoritative assessment 
of  the overall research performance as well as preparedness 
for research of  the country. To complete the assessment, 
comprehensive benchmarks are made against indicators from 
leading countries (like China and Japan), leading regions like 
Asia-8 (comprising India, Indonesia, Malaysia,  Philippines, 
Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand) and the  European 
Union (comprising now 27 member  countries).

A key feature of  the comparative assessment is the adop-
tion of  percentile class ranking by SEI in their recent 
reports. The share of  a country’s articles that are highly 
cited is taken as a proxy for academic research perfor-
mance. The share is dispersed across six percentile classes. 
Table 3 is an extract from the original appendix table 5–44 
showing citation percentiles for 2000 and 2010 by field 
for the top five S&E article-producing countries/regions, 
dispersed in this six-class format (Available at http://
www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind12/appendix.htm#c5). To 
this, we have added one more group, called Rest of  the 
World, to account for the remaining regions of  the world. 
In the words of  SEI 2012,

“a country whose global research influence was high would have 
higher proportions of  articles in higher citation percentiles, whereas 
a country whose influence was low would have greater proportions of  
articles in lower citation percentiles. In other words, a country whose 
research is highly influential would have higher shares of  its articles 
in higher citation percentiles.”

Table 3. Percentage of S&E articles, by citation percentile, and region/country/economy of institutional author: 
2000 and 2010 based on Appendix table 5–44 of Science and Engineering Indicators 2012

Field/
percentile

Citations  
(n)

Articles  
(n) United States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of World

2000   1996–98 articles cited by 2000 articles (% of world)
All fields na 1,767,041 32.4 35.4 4.1 2.0 8.8 17.3
99th ≥20 17,418 59.9 25.9 0.4 0.2 5.0 8.6
95th 9–19 64,946 50.8 31.6 0.8 0.4 6.0 10.4
90th 6–8 81,981 44.6 34.8 1.4 0.7 6.9 11.6
75th 3–5 255,995 38.5 36.7 2.3 1.2 8.1 13.2
50th 2 206,180 33.9 37.1 3.3 1.5 8.9 15.3
<50th 0–1 1,140,521 28.4 35.2 5.0 2.5 9.3 19.6
  1,767,041       
Field/
percentile

Citations  
(n)

Articles  
(n) United States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of World

2010   2006–08 articles cited by 2010 articles (% of world)
All fields na 2,281,266 27.8 32.4 7.4 7.5 7.0 17.9
99th ≥20 21,905 48.9 30.4 2.7 3.6 4.3 10.1
95th 10–19 70,921 41.9 32.1 3.9 5.4 5.0 11.7
90th 7–9 90,576 37.6 33.3 4.9 5.9 5.4 12.9
75th 4–6 263,580 33.6 33.9 5.8 6.4 5.9 14.4
50th 2–3 495,097 29.2 33.7 6.9 7.1 6.7 16.4
<50th 0–1 1,339,187 24.4 31.6 8.4 8.1 7.6 19.9
  2,281,266       
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Table 4 reconstructs the number of  articles in a country 
or region from the percentages in Table 3. As a fractional-
count basis has been used, i.e., for articles with collabo-
rating institutions from multiple countries/regions, each 
country/region receives fractional credit on the basis of  
proportion of  its participating institutions, the fractional 
numbers shown in Table 4 are accepted as being mean-
ingful, but as seen, the whole will be obtained from the 
sum of  the parts (i.e. completeness and consistency are 
maintained within the round-off  errors that are part of  
this accounting process). We can think of  this table as 
 displaying the zeroth order performance indicator, i.e. the 
number of  S&E articles counted on a fractional basis from 
2000 and 2010. Thus, from 2000 to 2010, the number 
of  articles world-wide has grown by 29.1% (see Table 7),  
the US share has grown only modestly (10.8%). Both 
China, and Asia-8 show triple digit progress. 

To go from here to the first order performance indicator, 
which is a product of  quality and quantity, there is a need 
to assign quality values to each percentile class. Follow-
ing Leydesdorff  et al. (2011), quality values are assigned 
as shown in the last column of  Table 5. The product 
of  quantity and quality gives the quasity values (Prathap 
2011a,b), where “quasity” is the first order performance 
indicator. It is assumed here that quasity values can be 
added up across percentile impact classes as shown in 
Table 5. The result is that we have exactly what Leydes-
dorff  and Bornmann (2011) proposed as their Integrated 
Impact Indicator (I3) on the basis of  six percentile rank 

classes. Curiously, the ratio of  the Integrated Impact Indi-
cator to the number of  articles (i.e. the ratio of  quasity to 
quantity) can be viewed as the average impact or proxy 
for quality. These values of  “average” are obtained, not 
as a statistical mean, but can be considered as a thermo-
dynamic statement of  both conservation of  momentum 
(or in the present context, conservation of  quasity) of  the 
system and conservation of  mass. Going ahead to Table 7,  
we can see some interesting insights. From 2000 to 2010, 
the “average” quality of  world output has remained nearly 
the same (1.74 on the scale 1–6). There has been a mild 
drop (–2%) in the quality of  US academic research. On 
this measure, both China and Asia-8 have shown two digit 
increases in percentage terms. 

The next stage of  evaluation follows in an identical fash-
ion: the values in Table 5 are multiplied by the quality value 
in the last column once more. The energy values for each 
percentile class for each country/region are obtained as 
the product of  the quality (values ranging from 1 to 6) 
and the quasity as shown in Table 6. Energy is the first 
of  the second-order indicators (Prathap 2011a,b,2012) 
and as a scalar term, can be added. There is yet another 
 second-order term; this is Exergy, also a scalar term 
 (Prathap 2011a,b,2012). Exergy is meaningful at the sys-
tem level (in this case for the country or region level), and 
is simply the product of  average quality and the total quas-
ity for the system. Thus, apart from the average quality 
term, which links quantity to quasity to exergy at the sys-
tem level, there is the possibility of  another higher order 

Table 4. The number of of S&E articles, by citation percentile, and region/country/economy of institutional  
author: 2000 and 2010 – the zeroth-order indicator for research performance 

Field/
percentile

Citations  
(n)

Articles  
(n) United States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of World

2000   1996–98 articles cited by 2000 articles 
All fields na 1,767,041 572521.3 625532.5 72448.7 35340.8 155499.6 305698.1
99th ≥20 17,418 10433.4 4511.3 69.7 34.8 870.9 1497.9
95th 9–19 64,946 32992.6 20522.9 519.6 259.8 3896.8 6754.4
90th 6–8 81,981 36563.5 28529.4 1147.7 573.9 5656.7 9509.8
75th 3–5 255,995 98558.1 93950.2 5887.9 3071.9 20735.6 33791.3
50th 2 206,180 69895.0 76492.8 6803.9 3092.7 18350.0 31545.5
<50th 0–1 1,140,521 323908.0 401463.4 57026.1 28513.0 106068.5 223542.1
Field/
percentile

Citations  
(n)

Articles  
(n) United States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of World

2010   2006–08 articles cited by 2010 articles
All fields na 2,281,266 634191.9 739130.2 168813.7 171095.0 159688.6 408346.6
99th ≥20 21,905 10711.5 6659.1 591.4 788.6 941.9 2212.4
95th 10–19 70,921 29715.9 22765.6 2765.9 3829.7 3546.1 8297.8
90th 7–9 90,576 34056.6 30161.8 4438.2 5344.0 4891.1 11684.3
75th 4–6 263,580 88562.9 89353.6 15287.6 16869.1 15551.2 37955.5
50th 2–3 495,097 144568.3 166847.7 34161.7 35151.9 33171.5 81195.9
<50th 0–1 1,339,187 326761.6 423183.1 112491.7 108474.1 101778.2 266498.2
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Table 5. The Integrated Impact Indicator (I3) for S&E articles, by citation percentile, and region/country/economy 
of institutional author: 2000 and 2010 – the first-order indicator for research performance 

Percen-
tile class

Citations 
(n)

Articles 
(n) United States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of 

World WORLD Quality 
value

2000   I3 of 1996–98 articles cited by 2000 articles 
All fields na 1,767,041 572521.3 625532.5 72448.7 35340.8 155499.6 305698.1 17,67,041
99th ≥20 17,418 62600.3 27067.6 418.0 209.0 5225.4 8987.7 104508.0 6
95th 9–19 64,946 164962.8 102614.7 2597.8 1298.9 19483.8 33771.9 324730.0 5
90th 6–8 81,981 146254.1 114117.6 4590.9 2295.5 22626.8 38039.2 327924.0 4
75th 3–5 255,995 295674.2 281850.5 17663.7 9215.8 62206.8 101374.0 767985.0 3
50th 2 206,180 139790.0 152985.6 13607.9 6185.4 36700.0 63091.1 412360.0 2
<50th 0–1 1,140,521 323908.0 401463.4 57026.1 28513.0 106068.5 223542.1 1140521.0 1
TOTAL QUASITY I3 1133189.5 1080099.3 95904.4 47717.6 252311.2 468806.0 3078028.0 1.74
AVERAGE QUALITY 1.98 1.73 1.32 1.35 1.62 1.53 1.74  

Percen-
tile class

Citations 
(n)

Articles 
(n) United States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of 

World WORLD Quality 
value

2010   I3 of 2006–08 articles cited by 2010 articles 
All fields na 2,281,266 634191.9 739130.2 168813.7 171095.0 159688.6 408346.6 22,81,266
99th ≥20 21,905 64269.3 39954.7 3548.6 4731.5 5651.5 13274.4 131430.0 6
95th 10–19 70,921 148579.5 113828.2 13829.6 19148.7 17730.3 41488.8 354605.0 5
90th 7–9 90,576 136226.3 120647.2 17752.9 21375.9 19564.4 46737.2 362304.0 4
75th 4–6 263,580 265688.6 268060.9 45862.9 50607.4 46653.7 113866.6 790740.0 3
50th 2–3 495,097 289136.6 333695.4 68323.4 70303.8 66343.0 162391.8 990194.0 2
<50th 0–1 1,339,187 326761.6 423183.1 112491.7 108474.1 101778.2 266498.2 1339187.0 1
TOTAL QUASITY I3 1230662.0 1299369.5 261809.1 274641.4 257721.0 644257.0 3968460.0 1.74
AVERAGE QUALITY 1.94 1.76 1.55 1.61 1.61 1.58 1.74  

Table 6. The Energy Indicator (E) and the Exergy Indicator (X) for S&E articles, by citation percentile, and region/
country/economy of institutional author: 2000 and 2010 – the second-order indicators for research performance 

Percentile 
class

Citations 
(n)

Articles 
(n)

United 
States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of 

World WORLD
Quality 
value 

2000   X of 1996–98 articles cited by 2000 articles 
All fields na 1,767,041 572521.3 625532.5 72448.7 35340.8 155499.6 305698.1 17,67,041
99th ≥20 17,418 375601.8 162405.4 2508.2 1254.1 31352.4 53926.1 627048.0 6
95th 9–19 64,946 824814.2 513073.4 12989.2 6494.6 97419.0 168859.6 1623650.0 5
90th 6–8 81,981 585016.4 456470.2 18363.7 9181.9 90507.0 152156.7 1311696.0 4
75th 3–5 255,995 887022.7 845551.5 52991.0 27647.5 186620.4 304122.1 2303955.0 3
50th 2 206,180 279580.1 305971.1 27215.8 12370.8 73400.1 126182.2 824720.0 2
<50th 0–1 1,140,521 323908.0 401463.4 57026.1 28513.0 106068.5 223542.1 1140521.0 1
TOTAL ENERGY E 3275943.1 2684935.0 171093.9 85461.9 585367.3 1028788.8 7831590.0 2.11
TOTAL EXERGY X 2242918.1 1864994.0 126954.0 64429.0 409396.3 718941.6 5361650.6  

RMS∗ QUALITY 2.39 2.07 1.54 1.56 1.94 1.83 2.11  

Percentile 
class

Citations 
(n)

Articles 
(n)

United 
States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of 

World WORLD
Quality 
value 

2010   X of 2006–08 articles cited by 2010 articles 
All fields na 2,281,266 634191.9 739130.2 168813.7 171095.0 159688.6 408346.6 22,81,266
99th ≥20 21,905 385615.6 239728.3 21291.7 28388.9 33908.9 79646.6 788580.0 6
95th 10–19 70,921 742897.5 569141.0 69148.0 95743.4 88651.3 207443.9 1773025.0 5
90th 7–9 90,576 544905.2 482588.9 71011.6 85503.7 78257.7 186948.9 1449216.0 4
75th 4–6 263,580 797065.9 804182.6 137588.8 151822.1 139961.0 341599.7 2372220.0 3
50th 2–3 495,097 578273.3 667390.8 136646.8 140607.5 132686.0 324783.6 1980388.0 2
<50th 0–1 1,339,187 326761.6 423183.1 112491.7 108474.1 101778.2 266498.2 1339187.0 1
TOTAL ENERGY E 3375519.2 3186214.7 548178.5 610539.7 575243.0 1406920.9 9702616.0 2.06
TOTAL EXERGY X 2388123.9 2284254.0 406033.5 440853.9 415935.3 1016457.8 6903480.2  
RMS∗ QUALITY 2.31 2.08 1.80 1.89 1.90 1.86 2.06  
RMS means Root Mean Square
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measure of   quality. The square root of  the ratio of  total 
energy to quantity (that is, the number of  publications) 
can be viewed as a Root Mean Square quality proxy (hence 
RMS quality). From the thermodynamic perspective, this 
conserves energy and mass at the same time. By this qual-
ity measure, Japan, the US and the World overall are in 
decline and the EU barely stays ahead. China and Asia-8 
are improving their research ecosystems at a relatively 
remarkable pace. These trends are captured in Table 7.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We use data from the recently issued report of  the 
National Science Board of  the United States (Science and 
Engineering Indicators 2012) and combine the percen-
tile ranking normalization scheme proposed by Leydes-
dorff  and Bornmann (2011) and the understanding in 
terms of  higher order performance indicators like quas-
ity and exergy (Prathap 2011a,b) to assess the progress 
of  academic research performance of  the world over the 
decade from 2000 to 2010. Both first-order and second-
order indicators show a decline of  the US and Japan and 
an increase in impact of  China and Asia-8. The EU can 
be considered as marginally increasing its impact at the 
aggregated level of  all fields.

Table 7. Percentage change in various indicators from 2000 to 2010

Order Attribute Year United 
States EU Asia-8 China Japan Rest of 

World World

Zeroth Quantity P
2000 572521.3 625532.5 72448.7 35340.8 155499.6 305698.1 1767041.0
2010 634191.9 739130.2 168813.7 171095.0 159688.6 408346.6 2281266.0

% Change 10.8 18.2 133.0 384.1 2.7 33.6 29.1

First

Quasity I3
2000 1133189.5 1080099.3 95904.4 47717.6 252311.2 468806.0 3078028.0
2010 1230662.0 1299369.5 261809.1 274641.4 257721.0 644257.0 3968460.0

% Change 8.6 20.3 173.0 475.6 2.1 37.4 28.9

Average 
Quality

2000 1.98 1.73 1.32 1.35 1.62 1.53 1.74
2010 1.94 1.76 1.55 1.61 1.61 1.58 1.74

% Change –2.0 1.8 17.2 18.9 –0.5 2.9 –0.1

Second

Exergy X
2000 2242918.1 1864994.0 126954.0 64429.0 409396.3 718941.6 5361650.6
2010 2388123.9 2284254.0 406033.5 440853.9 415935.3 1016457.8 6903480.2

% Change 6.5 22.5 219.8 584.2 1.6 41.4 28.8

Average 
Quality

2000 1.98 1.73 1.32 1.35 1.62 1.53 1.74
2010 1.94 1.76 1.55 1.61 1.61 1.58 1.74

% Change –2.0 1.8 17.2 18.9 –0.5 2.9 –0.1

Energy E
2000 3275943.1 2684935.0 171093.9 85461.9 585367.3 1028788.8 7831590.0
2010 3375519.2 3186214.7 548178.5 610539.7 575243.0 1406920.9 9702616.0

% Change 3.0 18.7 220.4 614.4 –1.7 36.8 23.9

RMS 
Quality

2000 2.39 2.07 1.54 1.56 1.94 1.83 2.11
2010 2.31 2.08 1.80 1.89 1.90 1.86 2.06

% Change –3.6 0.2 17.3 21.5 –2.2 1.2 –2.0
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